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A b s t r a c t

In this paper existing results from the application of

equation

integral^echnique to the iour-nucleon bouni states and scat-

tering are reviewed. The fiist numerical calculations of

the foar-body integral equations have beeu dune ten years

ago. let, ib is still widely believed that these equations

are too complicated to solve numerically. The purpose of

this review is to provide a clear and eleaen';ary introduc -

tfion in the integral equation method and to demonstrate its

usefulness in physical applications. Our presentation is ba-

sed on the quasi par tide approach. This permits a simple in-

terpretation of the equations in terms of quasiparticle scat-

tering, fhe mathematical basis for the quasiparticle app -

roach is the Hilbert-Schmidt method of the Predholm integ-

ral equation theory. The first part of this review contains

a detralJLea discussion of the Hilbert~Schmidt expansion as

applied to the 2-partlcle amplitudes and to the kernel of

the four-body equations* The second part contairs the dis-

cussion of the four-body quasiparticle equations and of the

results obtained for bound states and scattering*

© ИТЭФ 1990
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1. I n t r o d u c t i o n

At present the most euccesful approach to three-nude-

on physics comee from the method of "integral equations"

-5J • This method is used almost exclusively to carry out

quantitative calculationя of the three-nucleon problem * .

Techniques based on bhe Faddeev equations have been used suc-

cessfully in studies of the three-nucleon bound properties,

elastic and non-elastic n-d scattering, and polarization

phenomena in elastic n-d scattering. The Faddeev equations

have also provided the basis for an approximate dynamic des-

cription of three-nucleon physics explicitly satisfying the

constraints of two- and three-body unitarity [i^J • The stu-

dy of the three-nucleon system showed that the considerable

amount of experimental data can be described in the frame -

work of the non-relativistic three-body problem with pair-

-wise forces. However, some ground-state trinuoleon obser -

vables do not agree with predictions from a non-relativis~

tic Faddeev theory and minimal electromagnetic coupling.

Most prominent are the binding energy and the behaviour of

charge form factor at high momentum transfer. The found dif-

ferences with the experimental data can be attributed to a

combination of several causes including three-nucleon for-

ces, exchange currents and relativist!e effects £i4j .

As we go to the fou?-nuclson system we note that the

spectrum of this system is core rich than the two- and three-

-body one: in addition to the ground state and the first ex-

* For a theoretical and experimental review of the present
state of the few-body problem in nuclear physics see
refs. J4-12] .



oit«»sl pftiiti? о1' чп et - p a r t i c l e аррГ1чЦ|ва*;«Ч,у t.^n excited un-

stable leveie are known w.1 *•>> exci baf.ion •>n<-rj/.i er» In the ran-

ge 20-30 MeVf which have different r.pins amJ p£iriti<?B. In

the past a greet *ея 1 i;b of exper-.i viental i .»"*Чзгв ation has

been accumulated about i t M^ » I*-1] • ?rom the *tudy <̂f the-

se «fcateB we aiav expect to obtain sorn i- i forat ion about the

nu^ LeoD-nii';leon forces. Because of trii •» i-.^al] uui'-.her of par—

tielee; involved one стяу hope fchat the. 1y .;.ui?.s oi cbe ejstem

can i» principle be describe-.!} within the- :i>'r.-re.lativistio

potent ia l mcf^l.

So Гзг fch"? theoret ica l treatment of t'je iour-nucleon

sjsfcem has been based mainly on t r a d i t i o n a l т<?Ъ:юдв such ae

vaj'iablonal, shel l model and resonating group methods in

wbich a var iat ional procedore i s also used ' . The main

defect of these methods ie that i t ia often difficult to es-

timate the error associated with the use of a variational

solution, since» we may be restricted to a limited class of

t r ia l functions. The variational expansions in hyperspheri-

cal functions in the four-body problem £17] leads to a well

converging series for the ground state wave function» How-

ever, for the cluster states such as the excited 0+. level,

and for the scattering problem, a series in hjperspherical

functions is not expected to converge; in this case a modi-

tied form of this method is required [18] • Although clus-

ter type of model calculations like the resonating group

one have been quite eucoeseful in describing the i. > t-

' К detailed discussion of all these developments ie be-
yond the acope of this review. Interested readers are
referred to the above mentioned papers*



nuclei, ore of main drawbacks of these methods is that they

are based on quasi- two-particle approximations. Ae a result

they cannot easily be extended to describe processes with

more than two fragments in the outgoing states.

In this review we discuss a systematic method for

the four-particle problem, based on using Integral equations

of the Faddeer type. The main merit of this method is its

straightforward nature, free of any above-mentioned ambigui-

ty. This approach is a very convenient tool for practical

applicati-ons. The range of application to physical problems

is very broad, from molecular end atomic systems to multi -

quark ones interacting via confining potentials. We concent-

rate here on few-nucleon physice where great progress has

been made in recent years in computing the four-nucleon ob-

servables. The review is intended as an introduction. We

try to keep the presentation at a deliberately simple level,

starting in most cases at the beginning. Much space is devo-

ted to the method and to explicit illustrations of applica-

tions. Also, we attempt to make the presentation reasonab-

ly self-contained to a reader who knows a little three-par-

ticle Faddeev equations.

Over the last dfccade a variety of intagral equations

for if—particle scattering has been developed corresponding

to different possible WHJTS of summing up diagrams of the

three- and four-dimensional non-relativistic perturbation

theory ' . Among; teese a variant suggested by Takubov—

' The xjreliminary version of the Dart of this review has
• appeared in Preprint lfEP-99, Moscow 1979

•'бее the review article И9-22] and references contained
therein.



sky [2.5] seems inô t convenient lor the physical applica -

tions ' . Below we refer to this variant as the Faddeev~

-Yakubovsky (FT) equations [2J,26J .

Four-part5.cle FY equations after partial wave decompo-

sition [27J become coupled eet of integral equations in tnree

continuous variables, the kernel of which is expressed in

terms of the 3+1 and 2+2-subampli bjdes corresponding to two

possible two-cluster subsystems» Such equations are extreme-

ly time consuming to solve numerically even in the fasters

computers presently available. Assuming that the two-partic-

le interactions are of a separable form one integration va-

riable can be separated out in che same way as in the three

particle problem yielding as a result two-variable equations.

Рог their solution we can use the same numerical methods

which were proven to be successful in the three-nucleon ca-

se. One of these is based on the introduction of the sepa-

rable expansion for the kernels of equations.

The idea that the three-body problem might be conslde-

red as the resonance-particle scattering ' has been wi-

dely uted for most three-nucleon studies based on the int-

roduction of the separable NN interactions £29] and in the

simplest relativistic systems [30] . In the investigation

' к similar ap roach have been developed independently
by Sandhas £24} by using somewhat different techniques.
The equivalence of Sandhas' treatment with the Faddeev-
-Yakubovsky theory has been discussed by Karlsson and
Zeiger [25] .

*л
1
 To avoid any confusion note that Che term "resonance"
will be understood to mean any pole of scattering amp-
litude (exept the potential one}, no matter whether it
lies close to physical region or not» In includes, as
a special case, the bound state or virtual polec and
Breit-A'igner resonances. BeJow, following noDi«nolature
of Weinberg jf28j we shall alao reiur the resonances a:-
quasipar tides .



of three-body physics It is evident that it is of great heu-

ristic value to treat this problem in context of resonance

dominance [51] . The validity of this kind of treatment can

be substantially augmented by tha inclusion of ar> explicit

statement of the meaning of resonance dominance in the lan-

guage of the Hilbert-Schmidt (ES) expansion [32] of the two-

-body T-matrix £28,3,5-36] • In such a way the method assu-

mes an exact quantitative meaning and can be applied for an

arbitrary local interaction.

As compensation for the advantage of introducing the HS

expansion (and any separable one) one needs to solve instead

of one integral equation a coupled set of equations. Clear-

ly, the usefulness of the method depends strongly on the

number of terms needed in the expansions. It is rather an

essential feainire for the numerical calculations that the

first few quasiparticle give the main contribution, at le-

ast, in the low energy part of three-nude^n spectrum f 35J •

In generalizing the HS approach from two- to many-par-

ticle case one runs into some mathematical difficulties.

There are more variable to handle, and the number of ampli-

tude increases rapidly. However, the main problem encounte-

red in extending the HS formalism to many-body amplitudes

are primarily formal ones. The basic idea which is laid out

in establishing the HS expansion for two-particle amplitu-

de may be applied here also.

In this review we use the HS expansion for solving the

four-particle problem. We translate this problem into a

simple form of quasiparticle-particle and quasiparticle-

-quasiparticle scattering £37J • We shall show that the Ft

equations ЪЯУ» the clear physical meaning and correspond



to the natural way of summing up the multiple scattering se-

ries.

In practical calculations the number of quasiparticlee

has to be restricted. We shall show that the convergence of

the HS method in calculating of the low-energy four-nucleon

observables is even better than in the three-nucleon prob -

lem« In particular, an approximation of the kernels by one

HS term gives the value of ground state energy with an accu-

racy of few percent or better. Presently, the utility of

the method is proved in calculating the four-body bound sta-

tes [39-40] and low-energy n - % and n-*He scattering jVl ] .

Of course, as the energy increases beyond rearrangement
4

and breakup threshold^the number of ES terms that is requi-

red to include grows fast and the convergence of the method

becomes worse. The best results in this case can be achie -

ved by the combination of the HS method and the Pade-appro-

ximants one. However, the HS method preserves its heuris-

tic value in this case*

Before dwelling on what we shall do, we may list the

major topics we omit from discussion in this review. There

is no discussion of the other computational methods of sol-

ving the many body integral equations. We do not discuss

seriously the other variants of equations describing the

R-body dynamics except the short discussion of the Omnes1

type equation given in section 9. Also the experimental si-

tuation in the four-nucleon system is touched only minimal-

ly. Bach of these topics require a separable review. The ad-

ditional discussion can be found in the recent books end

review articles [4-9,15,16,19-22,42] .

The composition of our review is as follows. First,



we develop the formal Machinery needed to carry out the cal-

culations in the four-particle system, la section 2 we exp-

lain the TL equations and ltroduce the appropriate kinemati-

oal variables. Much of this section ie based on review artic-

le [22] written in collaboration with O.A.Yakubovsky. In sec-

tion 5,4 and 5 we review -the major mathematical tool for sol-

ving the IT equations,the HS method» We discuss the HS expan-

sion three times1 in section 3 for the two-particle case, in

section 4 for the three-particle case, and in sectiou 5 fo?

2+2 subamplitudes. Section 6 contains the main results of

quaslparticle approach. Here we present a full battery of

eolations describing quasiparticle scattering.

She second part of review is essentially the applies -

tlon of the four-body equations. Here we collect the major

results for tLe four-nucleos bound states and scattering

(sections 7 sn4 8). In seccion 9 we discuss the alternative

approach based on using the Omnes* Integral equations. We

conclude in section 10 with enumerating a cumber of problems

which solutions should be desirable in the near future.

for typographical reasons the article is published in

sewral issues. This issue contains sections 2 and ),

2. 'PB yjUMaBBT-XAKUBOTSgr EQUATIONS, GENJSRAb ШТЬОСЖ

2.1. Introduction

In the derivation of the integral equations for N par-

ticle scattering amplitudes a cornestone is the Lippmann-

-Bobwlnser (IS) equation £45] for H-partiele Green func -

tlon



where H
e
H

0
* V , H

e
 is the H-particle kinetic energy

operator, "V la the fall F-particle interaction which, for

the sake of simplicity, we take to be a sum of pair poten -

tiala, ' T ' - E ^ T J » .and 6
e
 (Щ) , (*-«

o
)**. Bqua-

tion (2.1) can be rewritten in terms of the T-matrix T(g)

defined as

or

€(9) * б. (Щ) • G
c
 (щ) T(9) G. (*).

 (2>?)

Substituting (2.5) into (2.1)

As it is well known, the LB equations (2.1), (2.4) for

Я у 3 do not define the «catterlriR solution uniquely Г*44,

451 . From mathematical point of view this trouble in rela-

ted to the fact that the Tfi kernel for If !£ 5 is not comp-

letely continuous and has a continuous spectrum. In other

worrte, the LS equations are not of the Fredholm type for

any problem more complicated than two-partiole scattering.

The trouble can be expressed in я different w*yj the mat -

rix elerafinfcs of the kernels have <T -fuivtl'ine in the mo-

mentum representation which do not •i.fsei'p̂ ar nfter it*?r« -

bions.

10



Without making any attempt at mathematical rigour, we con-

f-Liler below the absence of &~ functions in the kernels or

their removing after iterations as the formal criterion for

completely continuous kernels Гз»*б1 * We can now formulate

the problem» can we rewrite the IB equations as a set of li-

near integral equations with the kernels which ar* either

connected or become connected after some number of iterations.

Of course, we suppose that the interactions are well enough

behaved со give «n L two-particle kernel. The problems of

regulatization for the Coulomb potential M-7] and for the po-

tential with a hard core will not be discussed here.

2.2. Partitions. Trees. Graphs.

Below we shall frequently use the consepts of partitions

and chains of partitions. We define partition dj as a cer-

tain way dividing a system of H particles into к groups,

which are oallod clusters. It is convenient to write the p e -

titions by plsciiir in parentheses the number 01 particles

contained in ono. pjroup, for example Л-

one of the possible partitions of four particl' s into two

groups. Writing i С Q-j or ^ Э 6^ (i > k) means

that t)i'.; p-.irtltion 6 • is obtained from &. by dividing

its g;i'oups into :ar.;s.

Tbt.̂  f.fjquence oi' paj-fcitioT".s

i
s
 called a chain of parfci-where

l ; i .o7. S . i'h'J cnaic

«г

9 . . . Э

= az

\+i •

V



«ill be called complete. A complete chain of partitions caa

be represented by a tree, in which, only two branches are

joined together at each level. Such a tree will be called

ordered. The correspondence between the chain of partitions

and the tree can be readily seen from the example shown in

Fig. 1 for the five particle problem.

To each partition %j we can set in correspondence an

K-particle problem, where it is assumed that only interac-

tion* between the particles within the groups differ from

sero. She total potential of such a subsystem will be desig-

nated Т я , for example, for the partition Я в

The N-body operators G end T associated with the parti-

tion &* will be denoted as G and T* with

The two-cluster and (H-D-clueter partitions play special

role in our discussion. For typographical simplicity they

will be denoted, «lternatiT* to ^t ? * ***'
 a n d

 ^/V-i *

%
 t

 ... by a, b, ..., and cC f A , •*•» rcspeotl—

•nly. These labels should not be cofused with the chain la-

bels oC-
1
 fa ...

Expanding Eqs» (2.1), (2.4) in powers of "\f «e ob-

tain

T. ST. •ЕТЛТй* ГТ
Л
СД/„ТГ*..

Й
.
6)



respectively. Any n-th order term in the perturbation series

(2*3) can be represented by a diagram. As an example, we ha-

ve displayed in Figs. 2,3 the graphs corresponding to the so-

me five-body operators. The diagrams associated with the per-

turbation series for T are just the same caes with the ex-

ternal legs removed. Such the graphs have been introiuced by

Weinberg [W] •

To each intermediate state there corresponds the opera-

tor b
0
 i to each vertical wavy line connecting line i

with line J there corresponds the potential TQ .• = v^.

The notions of the disconnected graph (Fig*2) and the connec-

ted one (Fig. 5)
 л
?е obvious. To each connected graph there

corresponds the partition chain and the corresponding tree.

Бог example, to the graph of Fig. 3 there corresponds the

tree of Pig. 1.

Any disconnected graph corresponds to the case when the

interactions between groups of particles corresponding to

some partition &/ are rcaoved from equations (2.5),(2.6).

Such the graph is said to have the connectivity correspon-

ding to the partition #y . For example, the graph of

M.g.5 has the connectivity corresponding to Q, =

(5).

.The expression for each connected grapii ir. clie

representation contains the over-all 6 -function expreicing

conservation of total топей cum. This о-function is: comp-

letely innocuous, since it can be factored out fro л t'na

equations. However, any disconnected grr.ph eor;tai:ic the ad-

ditional $ - functions for momenta which arc not conserved

by the full interaction, a:>d Лепсе сагшос be factored

out. 'J?hese dangerous 0- functions do not disappear after



Fig. 1. Kxasple of a tree in the five-particle problen

fig. 2. The disconnected diagram corresponding to the Пте-

-body operator

2

3

Fig» 3» The connected diagram corresponding to the five-

-body operator

14



iterations and lead to the fact that the kernels of equati-

ons are not completely continuous*

From the diagrammatic point of view the above-mentioned

problem of deriving of equations with completely continuous

kernels is to choose an appropriate way to sum up the perimr-

bation series (2. S ) • However, as we know after Blankenbec-

ler and Sugar £48J there exists infinitely many ways to sum

up the diagrams and the problem arises how to choose the most

natural of them. We find it useful to divide the known app-

roaches essentially into tva categories. One is centered

around the Weinberg idea which is based on the separation of

the almost connected part of the N-body Green's function

Г46? , while the second is related to the Faddeev algebraic

technique« There exists, of course, examples of alternative

approaches Pf-9l .

The Weinberg method permits the construction of a whole

series of equations 1*46,50-55] » the general feature of

which.is the separation out of the most disconnected parts

in the many-particle amplitudes. These equations can be de-

rived by using either the diagrammatic or algebraic argu -

ments. Such derivations are widely used in the literature '.

However, they do not allow us to prove the equivalence of

the obtained equations to the underlying Schrodinger equa-

tion. In particular, it is no'c clear whether the correspon-

ding homogeneous equations are equivalent to the Schrodin-

ger equation for bound states.

*' For a detailed discussion see ref. [22J



2*5» Hote on spurious solutlona

The existence of discrete spurious solutions of the Wein-

berg equations for N*3 first have been pointed by Federbush

with an example of a special model [56] • The extension of

the Federbush model for arbitrary H have been considered

by Chandler Г5?] who demonstrated the existence of spurious

solutions for all the equations [^6,49,50-55] • In princip-

le, spurious solutions of the equation ^ ж К^> as it

have been first showed by Newton (58] msy arise due to the

factorization property of the kernel 1-Е . Recently the fac-

for a number of equations

torlzation properties of the operator 1-КД_пауе been exten-

sively discussed in literature £59,60] » The factorization

property does not guarantee the existence of spurious solu-

tions, however it makes the appearance of such the solutions

to be rather probable.

The question whether spurious solutions will show up is

the physical applications still remain obscure. Nevertheless

it is desirable to have a variant of the Fredholm equations

which is free from having spurious solutions. Such the type

of equations have been suggested by Takubovsky £*SJ» In the

next subsection we shall describe the main idea of the Taku-

bovsky approach •

2.*. Ihe Paddeev method

To begin, we consider the Faddeev equations for an ar-

bitrary number of particles. Let us introduce the operators

defined by the equation



(2.7)

These operators are quite parallel to the three-particle

ones* It is evident t;hat

T**T
f
 (г.8)

where T is defined by (2.4). Substituting (2*8) into (2*7)

and rearranging terms, we find

(I- Y*Go)T* - T
a
 + Г,

We solve for T^ by multiplying by the inverse of the

operator at the left of equation (2.10). Noting that
_ i *

Т/1 * Т&
 w e f i n d t h e

 ^addeev equation*

* TTG S T ^ C2.1D

These equations can be written for an arbitrary If. However

for N % 4 they ar-e not of the Predholm type. Therefore we

need the further rearrangement of equations. As the first

step when going from the IS equation (2.4) to the Paddeev

ones the total T-matrix is separated into components /

according to the order of switching on the interactions*

These components satisfy equations (2.9) whose iteractions

17



like iteration of the Ifi equation contain the disconnected

graphs. Inversion of the diagonal part of (2.9) completes

the first step of rearrangement. This accomplishes rearran-

gement for the case N=3 because the obtained equations are

of the Fredholm type.

Рог Hs4 we can use tlie analogous procedure for equa -

tioxis (2.11). The second rearrangement is enough to obtain

the Fredholm equations for N=4-. In general case the number
Jtb,

of rearrangements islSuch the procedure leads very naturally

to the classification of the T-matrix elements by chains of

partitions. Indeed, as the first etep the T-matrix is divi-

ded into components T* • I H—l which are classified

by the partitions/ Л .As the second step the opera-

tore T* ""* / are divided Into components / ff-f M-Z

classified by thj chains ^v.i •
 Т Ь е lafi

fc step leads

to the components classified by the full chains OC^ . Be-

cause all the transformations are reversible on each step

the obtained equations are guaranteed to be equivalent to

the underlying IS equation;

Up to here we considered only the left-classified ope-

rators. This is natural for the Weinberg method in which

the right classification is unessential. In the Faddeev

scheme at least the kernels of equations turn out to be

classified from both sides. In particular, the kernels of

the four-body equations are the Faddeev operators

where Q. = (ljk)(l) or (i;})(kl), and <*,& С Л .We wri

te here simply GL for what was celled Q.^ . The opera -

tors M 'j satisfy the equations
0*

18



a i

In the N-body problem one encouters the amplitudes

classified by two chains of partitions*

2*5» Pour-particle equations

Though each step of recasting can be described in com-

pact form [23J we shall illustrate the method with an examp-

le of the four-particle equations. Consider one of the Fad-

deev equations for four particles

' 41 At

I* 16

Let us introduce three operators

T «

т<гМ ж

It is evident

Ta Go

T1ZGO

that

(T

r3

(2.14)

In general case equations (2-.14-), (2.15) have the form

*
Л

- T G T T
s
 ' / « ^ ' , (2.16)



т**^ * z т*
а

(2.17)

Substituting 7* from (2.17) into the right-liana side of

(2.16) gives

fica
Rearranging terms, we obtain

oddт -

ca

f Ь

Consider tiie set of equations corresponding to the fixed

partition a and different oO с & . p
O
r example, if

d= (125)(4) then ol = 12,31,23, if a = (12)(34) then

06 = (12),(3*)« We introduce the connected operators 7* =

a *J* * «. f* and write down explicitly the equations

for ^ *
л
 with Л = (123) (4). In the matrix form

these equations read

/I 0 0\

0 1 0

{0 0 I/

и-Ъ) \

X, 0 0 \ 0 G A G

\Go6o0 V
/Т„ 0 0 \

чг
О Т,, О

зн

^0 О TJ

/О &0 6о\

Go0 $с

(2.20)

20



We axe to invert the operator in the square brakets at the

left of (2.20). To find bow this inverse acts on the free

term and diagonal matrix at the right of (2.20) we write

down the different variants of the Paddeev equations for the

subsystem corresponding to partition CU = (123)(4).

Let us introduce the connected operators "

These operators satisfy the equations

Об гчт

i л""I

a
1 a

(2.21)
л/ 42. .

/Ttt 0 0 \ / 0 60 Go \

о т 3 ( о
,0 0 T z

We can rewrite in the similar viey the equations (2.12) for

the operators /Vj - * with a- = (125) W,

M M.

и 0

0

0

T
31

0

0

0

r
13

21



0 T...-0

о о

О &
0
 G

o
\

«о 0 6
в

Л Go О/

2. г;

Squatlooe (2.21), (2.22) can be abbreviated to

/V jv (0) (<?) -

T;
 T M G (2.2?;

where the notations are clear from the comparison with (2.2'

and (2.22). The following two operator equations can be ve-

rified easily using (2.2?) and (2.24-).

(I-

0- M

(2.25;

(2.26]

The operator in the square brakets of (2.20) is now

1- M ^ S
e
 » We multiply (2.20) on the left with the opera-

tor (J- M ^ G o ) "
1
 and use (2.23), (2.24) for the rigl

side. Then we find three equations of the desired set

/v il
'Si. «,<»

T *

т
1 ] \
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o

'о ̂ о о
(2.27)

The equations for fche operators T* where fl« is the par-

tition of bhe type (12^(3^) can be obtained in the similar

way. We write down two typical equations in full detail

к/м

(2.2d)



<2ba operator^ M '£ with d = (i;Jk)(l) can be expres-

sed in terms of solutions of the three-bod; problem. The ope-

rators M 'f witb a = (i3)(kl) can be considered

•8 the solution of four-particle Faddeev equations (2.11)

where it is assumed that only interactions T£,- and
Q

differ from zero. These operators can be written explicitly

in terse of convolution of the two-body Green*s functions

She general fora of four-body FI equations is

Note that, in contrast to the equations of the Weinberg

t?pef the kernels M *" in (2.29) are not connected

or almost connected ones. Indeed, the diagonal components

M ' contain the pair T-matrices TV . However the

^ «functions corresponding to disconnected graphs are remo-

ved after two iterations. One can show that the system (2.29)

is of the Fredholm type and has the unique solution [62] «•

2.6. Doubly classified four-bod.7 operators-

The kernels of equations (2.29J are the doubly classi-

fied amplitudes. It turns out that the kernels of the five-

-body equation;; to be again the doubly classified amplitudes.

Therefore it is necessary to construct the equations for

the four-body amplitudes with, the double clacsification.In

the four-body problem one can define
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.

3 0 )

where "I are the Faddeev four-body operators* Noti-

ce that the Indeces ft and Ь of the operators (2*30) are

formed in non-symmetrical way» the index 6 of Af * f

is defined only by 6„9 i^ № e right-hand side. Summing

(2.30) over ft one gets

Z м"
a

At last, the summation over at, and jS gives

«here T is the full four-body T-matrix (2.2)*

The derivation of equations for t/[
 Ч
'
а
'* .Г is quite

analogous to that of equations (2.29J, the final result is

Equations (2.29) and (2.33) differ only in free terms.

The operators M
 9

 J are the kernels of the five-

—body equations.

In our subsequent discussion the other type of opera-

tors is convenient in which both indeces otQ- and «y3

enter in symmetrical way. Consider the operators



V *
1
*'

The indeces of W , j_a contrast to those of

^| * j , are formed in symmetrical way. It can be easi-

ly checked that

ИГ " ^ M **- T 5
^. (2.35)

The set of equations for W " has the form

with the free term

a - - ̂  .

Notice that IV" is the sun of the almost con-

nected graphs and

(2.38)

is the sum of the connected graphs. The total four-body 1-

-matrix is most simply expressed in terms of the amplitu-

des of type "\ff °
la
'
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2.7» The momentum representation

We continue our discussion by defining the momenta for

a four-bod; problem. For simplicity we treat the case where

each particle has the same mass 4гъ .

When going over to the momentum space it is convenient,

as in the three-particle case, to introduce several sets of

independent variables, ytameiy, x'or each amplitude we use the

Jacobi momenta described by the same tree on Fig.4 as the

amplitude itself. The Jacobi momenta for a tree 4a have the .

form

' У ч
and for tiiree 4b

All amplitudes contain the factor 2(J?~J?o) * wbere

*) Below,if not stated otherwise,we use units such that m=1.
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factor describe the motion of the centsr-of-mass fraae

with the momentum. L
Q
 . It is convenient to consider the

amplitudes in the center-bf-mass frame with the С - func -

tion removed. In this frame the four-body kinetic energy ope-

rator is

2 , . l о I

6
(2.44)

Equations (2.36) in the momentum space will be considered in

detail in section 6. Here we confine ourselves to the die -

cussion of equations for the bound state wave function com-

ponents (f in a system of identical particles* The-

se components satisfy the following set of equations -

ca,

In a system of identical particles 12 components a:

and 6 components 1£" с* are expressed in terus of

two functions, "ЦТ, and у^> * but when we use the momentum

representation we must be careful to express each component

in terms of appropriate variables:



The componentfi z ^ and i , have the properties

becanse a state aiuct. be even under th« permucation of each

two particles and of two particle clusters. The contJLtions

(2.47) alco hold whon the Paul! principle Is taken into

acSfeunt if we restrict ourselves to antisymmetric spin-lso-

Gpin states.
 a

'fhe infceiiral operators M , - are expressed in

terms of two functions

7
which are even in ^ ? К * Analogouely /*/ "

expressed in terms of JT® and jC®t

a r e
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дге even in K
y
 *; and jb,-b . Зг.е functions

«Ad JC^' also contain a term with 2(p-p') of the forai

«ftf; i.f-

The components ty-Г and

set of integral equations

№

satisfy the following

where В is the binding energy. V/e use the Dirac delta fun-

ctions in (2*48), (2.*9) to perform one or the momentum ia-

tegrals, change some variables and цея the symmetry proper-

ties (2*4-7) to get? the explicit апзг/ег:
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Here

(2.5*)

*ith

<
с

and

Notice that we have written equations for states with, defi-
P

nite parity 1) • i 1 that simplifies equation* (2*59)•

The factor /n appears erplicitely in th*

(2.56) of. the kernel К

21



After separating the angular variables [2?\ the four»

-particle equations (2.52), (2,55) are reduced to a set of

three-diseasional integral equations. When the two body inte-

raction has a separable form it is possible tc perform the

integration over a" in (2.52), (2.53) analytically» 33a re-

sult» the equations becomes a set of two-dimensional ones*

At; last, subsequent separable approxLnation of the kernels

leads to a set of one-di&ensioual equations £28,105] . These

transformations will be described in detail in section 6.

In conclusion we note that the set (2.51) bias a triangu-

lar form typical of JairabovsJjy equations. Then it is possib-

le to replace two coupled equations (2.51) by the equation

involving only vhe function Tff ;

Vj- £

After the solution of (2.58) ths function 4^ can bs expres-

sed through ty!| from the equ&Sicn

Below we shall use vhis trick which permits a sufficient re-

duction of the order of the one-dimensional equations set.



?• ОДЕ HILBERT-SCMIDT METHOD POH THE TWO-PARTICLB

AMPLITUDES AND IIS PHYSICAL 1НРЫСАТКЖ

3»1. The mathematical background

The common starting point for establishing of the quasl-

particle expansion in scattering theory is the Hilbert-

-Schmldt method [?2^ i'or the Frednolm integral equations.

In this subsection| we want to give the leading ideas about

this method. We make no attempt at rigour or completeness

and we omit most proofs (if not all) which can be found in

any stand&rb text book on integral equations and functional

analysis ' •

Consider an inhomogeneous Fredholm equations of the se-

cond kind

о

«here the parameter i can be anywhere in the complex pla-

ne* In the operator form equation (5И) reads

K(%/We assume that the kernel K(%/ is the symmetric operator

' Бее, e.g., F,Rieejs and B»Sz-Nagy, ref. £б4] , 0h.6#
A short; review of the relevant portions of the theory
of functional analysis is given in Appendix A of Wein-
berg paper [4~



and

* (К

In the complex i? -plane cat along the real positive seal-

axie. We assume also that for all ? exept the cut

J1
0 0

во for an; complex or negative 2 the kernel K(t/ la

an L
2
 or "Hllbert-Schmidt" operator. Note that K(i) is

Hermltian operator for negative real 2 •

Any linear integral equations with kernel K(jt) can

be solved immediately if we know the resolvent Г(ч) «

where Г(*) satisfies the equation

this equation can be easily found by substituting (5.6) in-

to (5.2).

Our task is to expand N and ' is series of the

elgenfunctions of kernel, (<f (*)У . There eigenfuno-

satisfy the homogeneous equation corresponding to (5*2)*

У s -i К (V
7

Solution to this problec exist for only special values,
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labeled V^^f) « with, corresponding eolations l%^00^

Юл <iaentlties A^C*) are called eigenvalues.

Since *>(.*/ 1B Hermltian operator for negative real

f , the eigenvalues Л^(*) and eigenfunctions /*Р
т
Ф)

are real for %< 0. Generally, for an arbitrary valae of

Щ kernel Kfe) le non-Hermltien operator. However,for

anj two eolutione of O.8), /%^(9)> and /<f> / (*)7 ,

on* can easily get

Hence eigenfunctions corresponding to different eigenvalues

are orthogonal*

if

as in the case of solutions of eigenvalue problem involving

Hermltian operator. The only modification is that the coirp-

lex conjugate function in (5.10) Is taken at the point 2 i

but % • This is consequence of the property (3.*). Vote

that because of O*4) eigenfunctions satisfy the Sqhwart*.

reflection principle

Therefore the orthogonality condition may be also written

aa

0

Because the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions may be fi-



alt» in number, it; may be, of cuurue, no logger possible to

expand an arbitrary functions in terms of these eigenjfunc —

tions. However the eigenfuncticus are sufficiently complete

to permit the expansion of the kernel and the resolvent*

We expand К(х,4,щ) in a set «fĵ  (6, * *) , th»

coefficients will be functions of x 0
т
(л f) ;

To obtain 4
m
(ar;f^ we subetitute (J.12) into (5*8) and

Integrate over ж , then using (3*10) we obtain

and

wber*

In a siBllar way we may obtain еде resolvent expanelem

Formulae like О.*Л) will be called below the Hilbert-

-Schmldt expansions. The series (2И5), (5«1^^ converge if

the kernel l((*) .is of the complotely continooos type

which is taken for greoited. Recall that ' K{9J ia eomp-
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letely continuous If (but not only if) it is an Ъ kernel*

Consider now example of a polar kernel of the fora

(3.15)

where Ь is symmetric in x and 4 and f(4j3*)»h (4*)

We can write the IB equation (2*4) for the T-matrix i» form

(3*7) with kernel (3.15) if we define

1 • I L• V end V 6
e
 vLr

Che kernel (3*15) "&У be transformed into a symmetric kernel

by changing the dependent variable, letting

If f(x,§) I» inserted into (3*1), this equation becomes

ae (5*17)

J ffc*) Lfa*) &&*) /to*JA
0

She flew kernel

la symaetric* The statements (5.4), (3.5) about S may be

eridently converted into statements about К • Hence it

•till remains possible to solve equations (3*17) in terms

of ita eigenfunctions



where

<+
п
.(Ш*)\М*)У

я
О, if Wrf*. (5.20)

expansion corresponding to (5.13) ma? be obtained for К

K(«)« Z- ТТ.'

If we define the' new reso lvent Г by the traneformation

analogous to that from E . to К

then

and

In view of охралваоп of initial quantities, ^.(') and

we now rewrite (3.19) in terms of eigenfunccions /<p

of the polar kernel N« JJ_)'.



9b» onlj difference between (3*25) and (* 4) ie that eigeo-

fouctloae (<f
w
(*)> are orthogonal with the weight funo -

tion +(*,*) t ae euggeetea by (3.16) and (3.20),

J ?

from to* foregoing follows

*> л-к.®
with

3.2.

Consider now the I£ equation for the two-body T-aartix

4C



where T t * > « / i& the Fourier transform of the poten-

tial. For the local potential

P

J Ь -=J-
t
- (5.31)

I, Т
In equation (3*30) W and К are the off-shell final and

initial momenta in the center-of -maea frame, and I , the

energy parameter» can be anywhere in the complex ff -plane.

On energy shell

where /t • "i ^
s frbe

 reduced maee*

Bxpandlng 4(,t,t^«) in series of Legendre poly-

nomials

^ C3.35)

we obtain for the partial ware T-matrix

о *- Ь'
г
А

where

The normalization of the T-matrix is as follows
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She IS equation иау be considered as a special case of

the resolvent equation that we have net In the preceding

subsection. Since the Fourier-transform of potential is sym-

•etriCj the IS kernel К (*) • ITЦ, (*/ i
s
 a polar one and in

the energy region below threshold may be reduced to the re-

al eymetric form ' . Clearly, the I£ kernel satisfies

the condition (3.4). Next, for £ not on positlre real se-

miaxLs but on the physical sheet rC(v is an L -opera-

tor under verjr general assumptions on V . Indeed, for the

trace X(§) in (3.5) we get

JiveiVr.
If we restrict ourselves to a single partial wave, the tra-

ce is finite if and only if

] 4 г > ~ . (3.38)
о

These conditions for validity of the Predholm theory are

тегу weak- In particular, they hold for the potential used

usually in the nuclear physics' ' Including the Coulomb

' This property breaks do-.vn when considering the multipai—
tide equations, see section 4.4.

'Ihe potential with a Lrrd core must be treated separa-
tely. One can eiiov/ [&5-1 that this .case does not intro-
duce any troubles in the two-body problem.
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potential. However, the formal difficulty arises when the

energy parameter g takes the positive value because, not

matter bow well-behaved potential is, %(JE+%O) never

exists for В > 0. This difficulty is only apparent and not

real» We simply suppoee that one can do away with the diffi-

culty at the very beginning by performing an analytic conti-

nuation in 2 to a region Im, {% У 0 . Once we eetab -

lish the Fredholm properties in the region, we can analyti-

cally continue back to physical values of the energy parame-

ter with confidence that the Fredholm properties must still

hold *) .

When going over to the many-particle integral equations

the Fredholm properties remain, as a rule, valid, so the E5

theory survives untarnished» In particular, the Fredholm

properties of the three-particle equations have been proved

by Faddeev [3] » and the Fredholra properties of the FT equa-

tions have been proved by Hepp [62] . We shall not, however,

enter below into the questions of mathematical rigor, and

suppose that this can be supplied when needed.

The eigenvalue problea for the IS equation have been

repeatedly discussed in the literature. We mention here on-

ly a few papers. The eigenvalue properties have been consi-

dered by Schwinger [68] when proving the Bargmann inequali-

ty (see also [69] ). More detailed consideration have boen

done by Weinberg [28] in his eaalysis of the convergence

conditions of the Born series, The possibility of using tJ>e

BS expansion for the numerical studies of tiie three-body

problem was first suggested by Faddeev [54] . This possibi-

' One can show [Ь6,ьг/] that the two-particle kernel
VGoCE+'iG) while not carr?ietcly continuous for S>0
in the limit € ii
lari
so o

C+iG) ?y
he limit € -*• 0, ia nevertheless related by a simi-
ty transformation to я. когти; 1 that is L* I or <f sQ>ur corii'idocico i s justified.
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lity based on the fact that under replacement of the every

two-body state by a set of the HS quasiparticles the three-

-body equations assume the two-body form has been discussed

intensively both in atomic f7Qj and especially in nuclear

physics £35] • The quasipartiole expansion for the three-bo-

dy amplitude has been introduced in ref. £71 ] and used for

the numerical study of the four-nucleon problem £28-4-1,?2l«

In the remainder of this section we consider an applica-

tion of the HS method for the two-body amplitudes. Here we

develop the formalism and discuss briefly tho properties of

the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues and their quasiparticle

interpretation. Next, in section 4 and 5 we show how the HS

technique can be applied for the (5+1)- and (2+2)~oaplitu *•

des which are the kernels of tbe four-body equations.

3.3. fforaal definition

We begin with the simplest case of two-body off-shell

partial wave amplitude *£(«**.; v ' , The resonance

expansion of this amplitude which follows by performing KS

method, i.e. a resolvent expansion of the IS kernel has the

form

(3.39)

' Below we generally suppress the index С except when
explicitly needed.



with

Here 4*nCk'
}
%) and X^, (ft,) are the eigenfunction3

and eigenvalues for the homogeneous equations corresponding

1;o the IS one

x

*

The eigenf unctions j J ^ v S V a r e orthogonal with the

weight function (~ s'' ч<"±

T
о ЛГ

Notice that this condition does not contain the cooplex con-

jugation in accordance with (2*11 )• The .-ign minus in the

right hand side of equation О.Ч-2) is chosen so that in the

energy range below the threshold the functions

should be real* As it was explained in subsection 3*1, the

weight funotion ^ 1 - *fXfb)" arises from tie fact

that the kernel of equation (5.41) is not symmetric but may

be reduced to a symmetric form, the weight function boing

the propagator of the free particles, ^»(V .

The proof of equation (3*39) is very simple, It is con-

venient to begin with the potential VC*» */ ъх& ex -

pand У(У, k) is a series of, say, %*.&%) * Then,

using equations (3»40) and (3.̂ -1) we may write the coeffi-

cients in this expansion as - —- ^ «t vV^m (,Л> y« There-
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fore

Щ - ~ 2

This la an analog of expansion (3.27). Substituting of

(3.42) into the IS equation (3.34) gives (3.39),

Note that the parameter Sf in (3.42) may be chosen 1

an arbitrary wayi though ever? term in (3.42) depends on

energy whole series is energy-independent. This fact haw

been used in a number of three-particle calculations to

celerate the convergence of the B& expansion. In parfcicuJ

the choice % • Sj where Bj it the deuteron bindj

energy

corresponds to the unitary pole expansion (GJRB) £68} . Ii

we truncate (3.43) at some finite N , the V is express

as a rank-N separable potential. The form factors for thd

potential pre energy-independentj this makes them more o<

'* venient, particularly if they are known only in nuaericaJ

form» Note however that the one-dimensional sum in equati

(3»39)'ls obtained only in the case when the parameter

in (3.42) concides with the energy parameter in the T-mat

rlx. Indeed, solving the rank N potential we obtain the

rank-N- separable T-matrlx, of the form

. with



J(J \
The first term in the series (3.44) is exactly the unitary

pole approximation (UPA) which often represents a good ap -

proximation to the exact T-mat.rix. For furfcner discussion of

accuracy of UPB and UPA s<?e Levindger, x*ef. Гбд] .

3»*« Graphical representation

The HS expansion (3«39) bas an obvious physical meaning.

It shows that the two-body amplitude may be represented in

the form of the sum of some number (generally speaking, in-

finite) OJT terms every of which contains the resonance pole

2*v • Vhe position of the pole is defined by the equation

\ (%•**) = 1* Some of these poles correspond to the bound

or virtual states or to the Breit-Wigner геюnances, the

other correspond to the distant singularities on the second

sheet of the energy plane ' . In the case when some pole

lies close to the physical region the contribution of the

corresponding term in equation (5.39) has the usual resonan-

ce fora, the contribution of the other poles corresponding

to the potential background. However it is well to emphasi-

ze that the dominance of the HS pole can have a more gene-

ral meaning than the usual pole dominance. Specifically,

Note that equation (3.40) defines eigenfunctions and
eigenvalues only on the first sheet.
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the first JHS pole can dominate in a wide energy range which

is extremely distant from ?.,

We introduce now the terminology that will be repeatedly

used below. We consider every term in equation (3»39) as

corresponding bo the contribution of the.two-body resonance

or the quasiparticle which position ?»«, is d4fined by the

polt? of the propagator еЦ (*) ; ^{4.^)^1 . We shall de-

note these quasipartioJt-s by the eynbol P to distinguish

them from the many-particle (3+"O- and C-2+2.)-'resonances .

which will нрреаг-in fclis future analysis. Оле can give the

deaf pliytsJcal in'i;ei.-prei;c-it.ior] of tho ej.gt-.'ifunctions in term's

of the grapuloal elements in Fig» 5' fcne el.
i
?;

<
?»sfunctions

4*4 C"*)*)
 i!iay

 ^
e
 interpreted as the v^rt^x iunctionc for

the transitions 2 H £ p w . Similarly, <^m(*) ir. equa-

tion (5»3')? is the propagator of -P,^ • Fo-г example,

fig. 6 show« the graphical representation 01 fciie crtlionor-

mality condition (̂ .̂ i-i).

Kote bhat cLe ааш& function 4^C*>*/ der.cri.ba both

decay and recombination ox the- P^ (ar; in equation О — И )

the coaplex conjugation does по с appear,). To avoide any cor—

'-•funions we emphasize tnat Uiiy stateciont holds only, for the

"radial" part ox" the vertex function that enters in the ЛБ

expansion of the partial wave amplitude. Insofar as the an-

gular part is censerned, it is of course compile, conjuga-

ted.
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Fig. 5» Pictorial representation of the series in equation

. О.39)

mm

Vig* 6. Integral (3*4i) for «he vertex part*



3«5» The poaition space

We may continue to reconstruct a physical picture of the

HS expansion by inquiring into the physical meaning of eigen-

value problem (3.4-0) in coordinate space. We write the equa-

tion that eqivalent to (3.40) as follows

where the functions Ur»Q">%) and S^S^'^J are

related by the Fourier transformation

0

To solve equation (3.46) for the eigenfunctions и
лп>
 it is

necessary to specify the appropriate boundary conditions on

To see the significance of the boundary condition at Infini-

ty we consider first the negative energies 4*"Yf<0 •

In this ease X
/ m
( w ) is a (real) number by which the

interaction "V* may be divided to have a bound state at ener-

gy "]/{ with n-1 nodes. So U
fn
C'">'W) is fcbe wave function

of this state* Therefore U
m
C
r
i'W) approaches Q~ as

o with se s \}~2/ь TV '
 В
У analytic continua-

tion of this into the range t* E+iO with E > 0 we

get the second boundary condition in equation (5.47). Thus,

for %-E+iOt В > Ojthe U
n
04

s
) is a
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wave function with outgoing «svea only. Of coarse such so-

lutions never exist for Hermitian potentials, but they can

and do exist for the complex potential VCO/AmCS) . Hen-

ce, all X* (б/ suet be complex for X > 0 •

The orthonbrmality condition corresponding to (j$.4t)

has the form

r,
t)
 r e ; »»(r,*)iL - -i

Wmк

Since the condition V^^ST*») = * define the position of

the bound state with the energy ^
ж
"Кп,^^

 f o p
 ****

there exists the usual normalization integral. From this

one can get the relation between Um(
r
№m) (°

x
3*& ^т))

and the wave function, of the bound state* However it may

be done simpler by taking the residue in equation (3.29) at

in!». .If Р
т
(&) is (normalized totoity) th*

wave function of the bound state with the energy "W^ »

where

(3.49)

Equation (?.48) is valid for 0= E+t'O, E>0 unli-

ke the usual normalization integral J \u\ <&r xL • The-

refore for the resonance E
S
E

O
'<>T ° one can consi-

der Um(S">£o) as the resonance wave function. This,

fact may be used to develop the perturbation theory for re-



sonances [&9] • Рог example, the shift in the resonance po-

sition due to the perturbation о ТГ is expressed by the

equation

со

where the integral in the denominator converge at E0-t-i£ ,

£+0 t 1>e» f o r t n e usual physical limit* For the pheno-

menological parametrization of txie resonance amplitude, ba-

sed on the HS expansion see ref. [yoj .

Below we shortly enumerate the main properties of the

SS eigenvalues and eigenfunctions* Most of these have been

found by Weinberg [28? .

3.6. The eigenvalues properties

i) Analjticity. The eigenvalues X^ (fy for poten-

tial V ТГ may be defined as the roots of the equation

where T C ^ > Y /
 i s the u s u a l J o s t

 function

Therefore fee singularities of the X̂ ,̂ when written

as a function of к are the same as those of £(?K,Y) •

The latter is laiown to be regular in k on the upper half

plane. It is often possible to extend the lomain of analyti-

city of i^Kjif) i n t 0 lower half plane. Specifically,

if the integral

*) In the remainder of this section
notation shouldn't be confused with the off—shell mo-
mentum in (3.39)



then >C-Vjf) is analytic for Х>»Д>--— .In

this case the domain of analyticity of the A ^ C ^ *&
 b e

extended from I"* x>0 (the physical * -sheet) to

Im. k > " ~ . ?or example for the S-wave scattering

Ъу the Hulthen potential "VO*)«.J C« '
r
*-l]' the

p -wave eigenvalues \«кОЦ) are

(5.5D

and have the poles in the JLower half plane at тс^ж-* -—• -

Is any case the V ^ (*) are analytic in the physical fit -

-plane, cut along the real axis from 3? = 0 to + °° • Mo-

reover, the X^C*/)
 a r e r e a l

 (
f o r
 Hermitian potential)

for %x~W<0 • Therefore eigenvalues (,nd eigenfunctions)

satisfy the Shwarts reflection principle

This can s . с г J derived using time reversal arguments.

ii) Bshaviour for negative real energies. The beha -

viour of- the X^, (w) for IV < 0 follows from the physi-

cal meaning of the eigenvalues. •* Por a purely attrac-

tive (repulsive) interaction V tLe X^ (y/J are positi-

ve (negative) for Y<0 (V>0) . So for Ж< О the

sign of ^«i,w) î
3
 always opposite to that of

see remark telov; equation
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One can also счг.-i !;.' fshow f;fiat i Т Г Г ^ for
Am/ a W

\[ < 0
 J

 » Hence, each positive X^ (w) decreaser

and negative Л щ W incruasee when the energy varies

fr-.л V r O t o "IV= -eo .

For the potential wlch both attractive and repulsive

part on--- has the positive and negative eigenvalues. Chis ui

viPiori is absolute because no eigenvalue can change the pig:

Below we ehall see that this situation is typical for the

three-body amplitudes.

iii) 'Shb spectral representation. Behaviour lor gmall

enerrd.es» Because the X̂ ,, (*) are analytic in the physi-

cal i -plane, cut the real semiaxis, and vanish in the li-

mit j J|-J^ »e ' they satisfy the dispersion relation

without subtractions

where the srectral function P ^ (JE) У 0 for "V< 0 and

<?*>(&) ^ 0 t o r T ? 0 . S o yie imaginary part of

\ /gj stayc positive definite or negative definite throu-

ghout the region IIYV \f? >0 . One can show that for

3 -> 0 C n vC
e) / w С„,Е * t where the С „ , do not

depend on energy. I t follows from thic that for small £

v/here u ^ and &фу are real. So the difference

A^v (S*<0) - )«i(oj is essential pure imaginary and grows

) See ref. Пав] , equation (82).

For a diKCURGion of this point nee Newton, ref. fj67j .

*
*•



as VE for $ -wave scattering, while for 1 / 0 it

grows as E and is essentially pure real*

I£ S^ i0) > i. $ then there is one bound state for

this trajectory. If X m(o)<l bound state is ab -

sent» but if Xm(o) is only slightly less than one

then the X ^ -trajectory will still intersept the unit

circle, giving a low-energy resonance* This conclusion does

not hold for p -wave scattering, since there Zm> X** (Sj

rises vertically for snail £ , and need not intersept the

unit circle, in fact, it is well known that a purely attrac-

tive potential never does yield p -wave resonances.

iv) Behaviour of trajectories X w w . Let us descri-

be the behaviour of trajectory Ь<тО&)
 a 8

 2 rises along

the real axis from - oo to 0 , and then continues just

above the real axis, from 0 + Ae to 4-oof <& . Any

eigenvalue X^C*,) corresponding to an attractive poten-

tial rises monotonically from zero at ?t-oe to some

finite positive value X,*,(p) at •? я О. Then as 2 in-

creases further (with £ s E-t"t'€^ £?0 ) У^,(%) beco -

mes coaplex,. with positive imaginary part. Vie saw in part

iii) that this rise into the complex plane is initially ce~

tical for p -wave scattering by a short-range potential,

and horizontal for higher partial waves. Eventually for £ «

= +oo+^'f the X^, (z) returns through the upper
•л

half of the complex plaue to the origin •' . This beha -

viour is shown graphically for special cases in i
;
igs»7»8»

The same behaviour holds for - X
w
 ($) in the case of a

repulsive eigenvalue. A general interaction 1/ containing

' One consequence в of tho vanicning of \>>*х}~ cx"i"l£/ is
that the Born series always auut converge at sufficient-
ly high
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Fig» 7. Erajeetoriee of the firet two s-wave eigenvalues

•̂-m. 00 ^
n t b e

 complex plane, for the Hulthen po-

tential TO-) —t О^
Г
° - О"

1
 with f « ^ *



Irnl

ГП'1

Rel

Fig. 8. A guess at the form of the p-wave eigenvalues

Л„, (%) in the complex plane for some typical at-

tractive potential.
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both attractive and repulsive parts will have trajectorie

of both types.

Note that a divergence of the Born series is closely

lated to the-behaviour of eigenvalues ^ ( « J . The Bo

series for some energy $ diverges as long as one of the

X«m (*/ lies ourside the unit circle. For an L kernel

the series cL \ ^ vy converges, so number of eigen

values that lie outside the unit circle is finite. Dheref

re one can always extract a finite number of "dangerous"

trajectories from the potential so the Born series for th

residual interaction will converge at given energy. The <

tailed discussion of this point was given by Welnberg [z

and by Newton £67] .

v) We mention aleo the useful representation of the S>

-matrix

From (3.55) it follows that

C c t ) J • o.

Equation Q3.55) have been first obtained by Weinberg [гв\

more general proof was given in ref. £^б1 • It is conveni

to rewrite (3»55) in the form

\

V
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where •?. and 2 lie above the elastic cut and below the

cut, respectively. Because X £ (*_)•)< ^ (*•) the expres-

sion (3*57) is automatically unitary.

Note that equation (3.57) has more general meaning than

(2.55) and is also valid in the case when inelastic channels

are present. In this case one must draw the elastic cut abo-

ve the inelastic C£e and take 9. at a point lying between

two cuts. For energy above the inelastic threshold A / иГ_)

ф \ n C'+) »
 o n e c a n

 Bhow that in this case M /<J, •

3.7. The analytical solutions of the HS eigenproblem

Equation (3.40) has exact solution for a number of po-

tentials. The simplest possible example is that of a sepa-

rable interaction of rank-onet

2л,

This potential had been introduced by Wigner (cited by Blatt

and Weiekopf, ref. [78] ) and lately by Yamaguchi [79] •

For the Hulthen form-factor

(3.59)

the interaction (J.58) i s usually referred as the TamagU'jhi

potential. The T-matrix i s

- - L (5.6O)
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with.

О.

The form-factor (3*59) bas an advantages in that the inte

ral for V(i) can be performed analytically with the r

suit

In the case of interaction (3,58) the infinite sum (?.?9)

reduced to single term :

The result (3*63) is in agreement with the fact that a se;

rable interaction (5.58) produce only one pole of the T-nu

risr no matter how large the strength of potential 4* is

The generalization of these formulae for a case of»a sepa

rable potential of rank N is evident, such a potential

has exactly N eigenvalues and eigeofunctions.

TPor local potentials a number of eigenvalues is ̂ т̂ P̂̂ т'

te. In this case equation 0.40) has an analytical eoluti

if the Schrodinger equation does* Examples of the such po

tentiale commonly used in nuclear physics are the square

well and exponentail potentials, and the Eckart potential

the special caseв of which are the Woods-Saxon and Hulthe:

potentials. In these cases the eigenvalue equation is mos
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redily solved In coordinate space; the momentum functions
p

Q _ U&;SO
 т а

У be then obtained by Fourier-transforming

the solutions to % -space. However it is worthwhile obser-

ving that in most cases the eigenvalues are expressed is

terms of the solutions of the transcendental equations even

for the analytical solvable potentials. Analytical solutions

for eigenvalues are only known in a few cases, in particular,

for the Hulthen potentials ' .

As an illustration we give below solutions of s-wave

eigenproblem for the square-well and Hulthen potentials.

i) The square-well potential

i
 a
 constant, ior

ТО-)- О
We have

where

-/rv

and for the Coulomb potential
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and

!•<•>•

Here X * yZjbTi Г
оf
 and ^ can

be found from the following transcendental equation

For the eigenfunctions 3-т>С^з^) we get

with

11) Фае Hulthen potential

е ° -1 л
. *•. ™* f*

If we Insert the function С и &•%) where ^ = в °

into equation (J.46) we obtain the equation for the hyper-

geometric series

F (jib, 1Ъ- Zix, 4- 2-ioc,

The normalization integral (3.48) is easily calcula-

ted by expressing P in terms of Jacob! polinomial



**'•

Then

where we have used equation (5.51) for *)„,(%) • Тле fi-

nal result for 4
m
,d»i'3O is

Z ГЧ
1
) Z с-Г (Т

with

t7n\ _ |

3.8. lfige convergence of the IIS expansion

For calculations with, the short-range potential we

distinguish two cases:

i) If two potential is regular at r = 0, Х^у*)" const

for УП&щьЧ.Гд where r o is che radius of potential,
and

 ЛС^) "• Ут* £
ог
 «а

i i ) If the potential behaves at r -^ 0 as ~

for

The 1/m dependence of the Л.^, is typical for the

Coulomb potential "V"(jr)e • ̂  this case one •

P



has [28]

Thus» for the short range potential Л «" •*—« &t

sufficiently high energy. Of course, 1/m from a numerical

point of view is very slow convergence. But the behaviour

of eigenfunctions is also very important. The eigenf unctions

decrease in a uniform norm; for example for fixed momentum

and energy in a square-well potential, they are estimated

to go like 1/m when normalized according to (5.4-1). So we

have overal decreasing 1/m • The oscilla tion of eigenJunc-

tions also play an important role «hen applying the HS se-

ries for the practical calculations in three-nucleon system.

The corresponding example will be given in subsection 4.T-.

Here we illustrate the convergence of the HS expansion with

an example of the calculation of the s-wave two-body on-

-shell amplitude T O V *
o r t n e

 Hulthen potential. Tab-

les 3.1, 5.2 compare the exact values of Rej- and

with those obtained with account of n terms in HS expan-

sion. The normalisation of the scattering amplitude is as

follows

Iw, ? (*) « -

Other examples may be found in [35,-?4j • Note that if

potential contains a hard core the HS method modified in a

simple way. In this case the analytic solutions are also

possible



Real part of the scattering amplitude

gable 3.1
f o r t i x e Hulthen potential

и
0.00

0.10

0.20

0.J5
0.45

0,70
0.80
1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00

5^00
6.00
7.00

10.00

ft»*

-4.0000

-3.4250

-2.4975
-9.1886C-1)
-2.5222(-1)

4.5B45C-1)

4.97310-1)
4.80000-1)

2.07570-1)
1.0250(-1)

5.96500-2)
3.гз1С(-2)
2.'/225(-2)
2.0036(-2)
9.91OO(-3)

-3.0000

- 2 .7985

-2.2880

-1.35*3
-8.2055C-D

-1.J286(-2)

1.4375C-1)
J.OOOOC-1)
2.4692(-1)

1-3785C-1)
8.4125C-2)
5.5970C-2)
?.9717(-2)
2.954-3C-2)

1.*730(-2)

a» 5

-2.8095

-2.6395 .

-2.1880
-1.4000

-9.2544(-t)

-1.6028C-1)

6И875С-2)
1.9565C-1)
2.4982(-1)

1.^277(-D
9.7OOO(-2)
6.5330(-2)
4.7242C-2)

3.5393C-2)
1.7835C-2)
•

n-4

-2.7181

-Z.5775

-2.1722
-1.4121
-9.6211(-1>

-2.2071(-1)
-5.4137C-2)

1.4>W(-1)
2.3512(-1)
1.59800-1)

1.X3455C-D
7.2180C-2)
5.2333(-2)
3.9*71 (-2)
2.Q070C-2)

exact

-2.6635

-2.51*0

-2.1192
-1.4213
-9.95560-1)

-2.8978C-1)

-1.2215C-1)
7.47500-2)

2.11550-D
1,66120-1)
1.16110-1)

8.36409(2)
6.24170-2)

4,80430-2)
2,52500-2)



ON

Imaginary part of the scattering amplitude

Table 3.2

for the Hulthen potential

exact

0.10
0.20

0.35
0.45

0.70
0.80

1,00

2,00

3.00

4.00

5.00

6.00

7.00

10.00

1„4789

2.3779
2.5224

2.1977
1.2782

1.0101

6.4000(-1)

4.1050(-1)
3O093C-2)
1.5148C-2)

7.8562C-3)

4.5717C-3)
2.8827(-3)
5.9220(-4)

8.5644(-1)

1.4924

1.3834

1.8603
1.4286

1.2332
9.0000(-1)

2»1050(-1)

7.2986(-2)

3.2546C-2)

1.7129C-2)

1.OO75C-2)

5.3969C-3)

2.5268(-3)

7.5360(-1)

1.3263
1.7126

1.7260

1.4104

1.2375
9.5600(-1)

2.6850(-1)

1.0003C-1)

4.6165C-2)

2.4720(-2)

1.4684(-2)

9.3837C-3)
3.2898C-3)

7.1566C-1)
1.2626

1.6446

1.6683

1.3933
1.2476

9.7800(-1)

j.3450(-1)

1O1877(-1)

5.6499(-2)

3.0864<-2)

1.8479C-2)

1.1888C-2)

4.2052(-3)

6.7863C-D
1.1739
1.5721

1.6046

1.3672

1.2379
. 9.9400(-1)

3.8300(-1)

1.5320C-1)

7.3714(-2)
4.5195(-£)

2,3115(-2)

1,8570(-2)

6.8449C-3)



The practical usefulness of the HB expansion in the nuo-
lear physics problems is due to the following two reasons

that account a good convergence of the method, first,the two-

and three-nucleon systems have only one bound state per chan-

nel. The opposite situation arises when one ooneidere mole-

cuiar systems where one encounters a large spectrum of sta-

tes corresponding to radial ezitations. In this situation

the HB method looses its power, and other methods may work

better*

Che second reason is the short rang* charaoter of nuc-

lear forces» This effect may be seen by considering low-ener-

gy scattering by a shallow potential for which the bound sta-

te is absent and all eigenvalues are small. It is easy to

show that in this case the HS series for the scattering

length is the rearranged perturbation expansion and the

first HB term plays the dominant role in calculating of any

order of the perturbation series.

Indeed, oonsider again the eg.uare-we*l potential, fhe

HS expansion for the scattering length is obtained from

equation (3*39)* With the normalisation condition (3*36)

and the explicit solutions (3.66), (3.68) this gives for

as initial and final momenta 4t » fc • 0

(3.72)

where J** £5, with ot» &/*fl«.
If A<1. one can expand the second factor in each tern

of the SUB (3*72) in series in A . Because the sums are
J - /

absolutely convergent» order of summation may be Interchan-

ged and we arrive at the perturbation eerie*



with i

5
JU

5. fcj
where ©. <tre Bernoulli numbers. The series (5.75) «ay b

Hummed up in explicit form giving the known result [80j

a . * 0 - %*J.
Subetiftuting В

л
 --^т, > B

e
 • To*- we fiad ^ e ^ r

1

S. * 3 — ,... , and
«0 (3.'

4 Ч

If we limit the вит (5.72) to the first HB tors only thii

change bhe £, I in (3*74) to unity. Che error giren b;

thie change сопев almost whole from the first Bora term i

is of the order of 4ff«

We can obtain the analogous renult for the Halthen p<

tential. In this case we find

a- -

«here £(*) is the Riemann ^S-function- Its tir*t

lues are

£(5) * 1.202, £(7) * 1.00835t 5(9J * t.OOP^OB



Account of the first H5 tera is equivalent to the change

$ ^2^+з) -*-<i • Ae before, the error due to this appawatf-

mation affects mairdjr the first Born term.
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